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NEW EDITIONS SEMESTER 1 & TRIMESTER 1, 2023

Stephen Bottomley 
and Simon Bronitt 

March 2023
c.528pp
PB 9781760023531
eBook 9781760023843
RRP $110

LAW IN CONTEXT, 5th ed

A long awaited new edition of this 
Australian law in context text for students 
by ANU professor Stephen Bottomley 
and University of Sydney law dean Simon 
Bronitt. Students are introduced to the 
wider social, political and regulatory 
contexts affecting how laws are made, 
broken and enforced by the state or 
individual citizens. The fundamental ideals 
of law – such as the Rule of Law – rest 
on cherished liberal values, though the 
authors constantly encourage readers not 
to accept the rhetoric of law uncritically, 
but to test these assumptions through 
empirical eyes.

Richard Johnstone 
and Michael Tooma 

August 2022
448pp
PB 9781760024024
eBook 9781760024031
RRP $145

WORK HEALTH AND SAFETY REGULATION IN AUSTRALIA

A new title written by QUT professor 
Richard Johnstone and leading work 
health and safety law practitioner Michael 
Tooma. Work health and safety regulation 
is an important and fast developing area 
of labour law. Over the past decade work 
health and safety law in Australia has 
undergone major reform, with all but one 
of the Australian jurisdictions adopting 
the Model Work Health and Safety Act 
2010. This book analyses the Australian 
work health and safety statutes just over 
11 years after the Model Act was first 
adopted. 

NEW COVER 
TO COME

NEW EDITIONS SEMESTER 1 AND TRIMESTER 1, 20231

https://federationpress.com.au/product/law-in-context/
https://federationpress.com.au/product/work-health-and-safety-regulation-in-australia/
https://federationpress.com.au/product/work-health-and-safety-regulation-in-australia/
https://federationpress.com.au/product/law-in-context/


NEW EDITIONS

NEW EDITIONS2

RESIDENTIAL TENANCIES LAW AND PRACTICE: New South Wales, 8th ed

Written by experienced practitioners in the field, 
this volume is relevant to students interested 
in residential tenancy law in New South Wales. 
This eighth edition incorporates the Residential 
Tenancies Act 2010 (NSW) as amended to 1 
February 2022, and surveys all the recent cases, 
updating annotations as necessary.

Belinda Bennett and Ian 
Freckelton (eds)

January 2023
c.464pp
PB 9781760024178 
eBook 9781760024185 
RRP $160

AUSTRALIAN PUBLIC HEALTH LAW: Contemporary Issues and 
Challenges 

Public health law plays a key role in protecting the 
health of the community. This contributed collection 
brings together leading academics to analyse the 
growing body of work on the legal dimensions of 
public health. It addresses contemporary issues 
such as those created by the COVID-19 pandemic 
and bushfires, but also legal aspects of diseases 
such as obesity and drug use. 

Troy Anderson

August 2022
448pp
PB 9781760023966
eBook 9781760023973
RRP $150

COMMONWEALTH CRIMINAL LAW, 3rd ed 

Commonwealth criminal law represents an 
expanding area of practice and this text is a 
practical entry point for students wanting to practice 
in criminal law. It provides an overview of how 
Commonwealth criminal law intersects with State 
and Territory criminal law and has undergone 
significant updating, including with respect to the 
Commonwealth’s new money laundering and child 
exploitation offences.

Allan Anforth, Peter 
Christensen and 
Christopher Adkins

September 2022
480pp
PB 9781760023775
eBook 9781760023782
RRP $170

Ali Mojtahedi (ed)

January 2023
864pp
PB 9781760023324 
eBook 9781760020002
RRP $145

THE IMMIGRATION KIT: A Practical Guide to Australia’s 
Immigration Law, 10e

The most up-to-date, plain language guide to 
Australia’s immigration, refugee and citizenship 
law. Commissioned by the Immigration Advice and 
Rights Centre (IARC) and written by experienced 
migration lawyers, it provides information on bridging 
visas; family visas; skilled migration; refugee and 
humanitarian visas; students; temporary workers; 
and Australian citizenship.

https://federationpress.com.au/product/residential-tenancies-law-and-practice/
https://federationpress.com.au/product/australian-public-health-law/
https://federationpress.com.au/product/australian-public-health-law/
https://federationpress.com.au/product/commonwealth-criminal-law/
https://federationpress.com.au/product/commonwealth-criminal-law/
https://federationpress.com.au/product/residential-tenancies-law-and-practice/
https://federationpress.com.au/product/the-immigration-kit/
https://federationpress.com.au/product/the-immigration-kit/
https://federationpress.com.au/product/the-immigration-kit/
https://federationpress.com.au/product/australian-public-health-law/


CONSTITUTIONAL LAW3

BLACKSHIELD AND WILLIAMS AUSTRALIAN CONSTITUTIONAL 
LAW AND THEORY: Commentary and Materials, 7th ed

Our standard text on Australian constitutional law 
includes: a new chapter on statutory interpretation; 
revisions to the constitutional change chapter to 
take account of the Uluru Statement from the Heart; 
a streamlined account of the implied freedom of 
political communication; and an analysis of the High 
Court’s decisions in the citizenship case and right to 
protest case.

George Williams, Sean 
Brennan and Andrew 
Lynch

January 2018
1168pp
PB 9781760021535
eBook 9781760022617
RRP $110

BLACKSHIELD AND WILLIAMS AUSTRALIAN CONSTITUTIONAL 
LAW AND THEORY: Abridged Commentary and Materials, 7th ed

The abridged version is 400 pages shorter than 
the standard version of the book. It features 
more concise chapters including those on the 
Foundations (ch 1), Origins and Influences (ch 2) 
and Path to Independence (ch 3). Some chapters 
have been omitted, including those on Statutory 
Interpretation and Constitutional Law (ch 6) and The 
Territories (ch 10).

Lisa Burton Crawford, 
Janina Boughey, 
Melissa Castan and 
Maria O’Sullivan

May 2021
370pp
PB 9781760022860
eBook 9781760022976
RRP $120

PUBLIC LAW AND STATUTORY INTERPRETATION: 
Principles and Practice, 2nd ed

This book provides an engaging and reader-friendly 
overview of Australian public law institutions and 
principles, together with the principles and process 
of statutory interpretation. It is the first text to draw 
these two topics together to clearly explain how 
the principles of statutory interpretation reflect the 
constitutional relationship between the legislative, 
executive and judicial branches of government.

George Williams, Sean 
Brennan and Andrew 
Lynch

January 2018
1568pp
PB 9781760021511
eBook 9781760022600
RRP $155

James Stellios

June 2022
HB 9781760023706
eBook 9781760023713
Academic price $146.25
RRP $195
Inspection copy not available

ZINES AND STELLIOS’S THE HIGH COURT AND THE 
CONSTITUTION, 7th ed

It has been seven years since the publication of 
the 6th edition of Professor Zines’s classic book on 
Australian constitutional law, The High Court and the 
Constitution. In that time the High Court has handed 
down a range of important decisions transforming, 
extending and developing existing constitutional law 
principles.

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

https://federationpress.com.au/product/blackshield-and-williams-australian-constitutional-law-and-theory/
https://federationpress.com.au/product/blackshield-and-williams-australian-constitutional-law-and-theory/
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https://federationpress.com.au/product/ziness-the-high-court-and-the-constitution/
https://federationpress.com.au/product/ziness-the-high-court-and-the-constitution/
https://federationpress.com.au/product/ziness-the-high-court-and-the-constitution/


CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

Gabrielle Appleby, Anna 
Olijnyk, James Stellios 
and John Williams

June 2021
272pp
HB 9781760022679
eBook 9781760023393
Academic price $120
RRP $160
Inspection copy not available

JUDICIAL FEDERALISM IN AUSTRALIA: History, Theory, 
Doctrine and Practice

This monograph by four leading public law 
academics provides the first sustained analysis of 
Australia’s unique form of ‘judicial federalism’ – a 
constitutional design governing the interaction 
between federalism and separation of powers ideas. 
The authors do this by reference to the history, 
text, judicial interpretation and practice of judicial 
federalism.

Harry Hobbs, Alison 
Whittaker and Lindon 
Coombes (eds)

June 2021
274pp
PB 9781760023041
eBook 9781760023058
RRP $59.95

TREATY-MAKING – 250 YEARS LATER

In this edited collection, Indigenous and non-
Indigenous scholars and policy-makers from Australia 
and New Zealand engage with the legal, historical 
and political dimensions of treaty-making in Australia. 
These considered and nuanced contributions provide 
a roadmap for how to develop a legal artifice and 
treaty relationship that delivers justice.

George Williams and 
Harry Hobbs

June 2020
384pp
PB 9781760022396
eBook 9781760023720
RRP $59.95

TREATY, 2nd ed

This leading book on the treaty debate in Australia 
takes a fresh look at modern treaty-making between 
Indigenous peoples and governments. It takes account 
of key events such as the emergence of State and 
Territory driven treaty processes, the negotiation and 
finalisation of the Noongar Settlement, and the delivery 
of the Uluru Statement from the Heart.

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW4

James Stellios and 
John Griffiths (eds)

September 2020
336pp
HB 9781760022471
eBook 9781760023768
Academic price $123.75
RRP $165
Inspection copy not available

CURRENT ISSUES IN AUSTRALIAN CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

This collection covers a wide range of contemporary 
constitutional questions: the establishment of an 
Australian international commercial tribunal; the 
executive power following the Williams cases; 
punishment and Ch III of the Constitution; the law 
applicable in federal jurisdiction; constitutional method 
through the lens of the citizenship cases; current 
issues in political communication; the Kable legacy; 
and s 92 in its second century. Contributors include: 
Chief Justice James Allsop AO, Robert French AC, 
Professor William Gummow AC, Professor Adrienne 
Stone, Professor Anne Twomey and Jeremy Kirk SC.

https://federationpress.com.au/product/judicial-federalism-in-australia/
https://federationpress.com.au/product/judicial-federalism-in-australia/
https://federationpress.com.au/product/treaty-making-250-years-later/
https://federationpress.com.au/product/treaty-making-250-years-later/
https://federationpress.com.au/product/treaty-2/
https://federationpress.com.au/product/treaty-2/
https://federationpress.com.au/product/judicial-federalism-in-australia/
https://federationpress.com.au/product/current-issues-in-australian-constitutional-law-copy/
https://federationpress.com.au/product/current-issues-in-australian-constitutional-law-copy/


TORT LAW

TORT LAW5

Pam Stewart and 
Anita Stuhmcke

February 2022
944pp
PB 9781760023355
eBook 9781760023362
RRP $125

AUSTRALIAN PRINCIPLES OF TORT LAW, 5th ed

Stewart and Stuhmcke bring clarity to a conceptually 
difficult area of law across all Australian jurisdictions. 
This edition has been thoroughly reviewed and 
rewritten including: restructuring chapter content; 
extensive additional commentary on case law 
concerning both the civil liability legislation and 
common law; increased emphasis on the growing 
body of law which interprets the statutory provisions 
and up-to-date lists of suggested further reading 
following each chapter.

CASES ON TORTS, 6th ed

The 7th edition of this book is scheduled to 
publish in mid-2023. This established casebook 
is a valuable resource of the principles of 
contemporary tort law in its historical context. Each 
case extract comes with a note setting out the 
essential principle for which the case is authority 
and/or asking the student to consider a key issue 
which the case addresses or leaves undecided.

Barbara McDonald, Ross 
Anderson and David Rolph

July 2017
592pp
PB 9781760021412
eBook 9781760022631
RRP $115

Mark Leeming

January 2019
224pp
HB 9781760021955
eBook 9781760023591
Academic price $108.75 
RRP $145
Inspection copy not available

THE STATUTORY FOUNDATIONS OF NEGLIGENCE

This work explains how statutes underpin and 
inform the whole of the law of negligence. It shows 
how throughout the entirety of the law of negligence 
– including duty, breach, causation, contributory
negligence, statutory contribution, proportionate
liability and damages – statutes have been
responsible for the law as it is now understood and
practised.

https://federationpress.com.au/product/australian-principles-of-tort-law/
https://federationpress.com.au/product/australian-principles-of-tort-law/
https://federationpress.com.au/product/cases-on-torts/
https://federationpress.com.au/product/cases-on-torts/
https://federationpress.com.au/product/the-statutory-foundations-of-negligence/
https://federationpress.com.au/product/the-statutory-foundations-of-negligence/


CRIMINAL LAW AND EVIDENCE

CRIMINAL LAWS: Materials and Commentary on Criminal Law and 
Process of New South Wales, 7th ed 

This book has been updated to reflect important 
new legislation, case law and policy. It incorporates 
the latest research on the impact of criminal laws 
and the associated practices of police, prosecutors, 
courts and prisons. The combination of primary 
sources with critical commentary and a contextual 
perspective makes this the ideal teaching text. 

Stephen Gray, Jenny 
Blokland, Ben Grimes and 
Julian Murphy

February 2021
512pp
PB 9781760022587
eBook 9781760022945
RRP $95

CRIMINAL LAWS NORTHERN TERRITORY, 3rd ed

The third edition of this unique book has been 
updated and expanded to include a new chapter on 
language and the law and details about the Royal 
Commission into the Protection and Detention of 
Children. The book covers procedure, all the major 
offences, public order offences and sentencing in 
the Northern Territory. 

Richard Fox and Nadia 
Deltondo

February 2019
640pp
PB 9781760021870
eBook 9781760022808
RRP $110

VICTORIAN CRIMINAL PROCEDURE: State and Federal Law 2019

This book offers a comprehensive overview of 
the law governing the procedures for prosecuting 
offenders against Commonwealth and state law in 
Victoria. It covers areas such as: the machinery of 
federal and state prosecutions, representation and 
legal aid, contempt, arrest, search and seizure, 
charges, bail, procedure in summary prosecutions, 
jury trials, and appeals in criminal matters.

CRIMINAL LAW AND EVIDENCE6

David Brown, David Farrier, 
Luke McNamara, Alex Steel, 
Michael Grewcock, Julia 
Quilter, Melanie Schwartz, 
Thalia Anthony and Arlie 
Loughnan

January 2020
1504pp
PB 9781760021795
eBook 9781760022624
RRP $165

Anthony Gray

August 2016
336pp
PB 9781760020767
eBook 9781760023652
RRP $99

CRIMINAL DUE PROCESS AND CHAPTER III OF 
THE AUSTRALIAN CONSTITUTION

This book discusses the potential of the principle of 
separation of powers reflected in the structure and text 
of the Australian Constitution to protect fundamental 
due process rights. The author argues observing these 
rights in the criminal law area, such as presumption of 
innocence, the right to silence and the right to confront 
accusers, among others, is so fundamental to criminal 
procedure that laws abrogating these expectations are 
vulnerable to constitutional challenge. 

https://federationpress.com.au/product/criminal-laws-materials-and-commentary-on-criminal-law-and-process-of-nsw/
https://federationpress.com.au/product/criminal-laws-materials-and-commentary-on-criminal-law-and-process-of-nsw/
https://federationpress.com.au/product/criminal-laws-northern-territory-2/
https://federationpress.com.au/product/victorian-criminal-procedure-state-and-federal-law/
https://federationpress.com.au/product/victorian-criminal-procedure-state-and-federal-law/
https://federationpress.com.au/product/criminal-laws-northern-territory-2/
https://federationpress.com.au/product/criminal-laws-materials-and-commentary-on-criminal-law-and-process-of-nsw/
https://federationpress.com.au/product/criminal-due-process-and-chapter-iii-of-the-australian-constitution/
https://federationpress.com.au/product/criminal-due-process-and-chapter-iii-of-the-australian-constitution/
https://federationpress.com.au/product/criminal-due-process-and-chapter-iii-of-the-australian-constitution/


CRIMINAL LAW AND EVIDENCE

THE CRIMINAL TRIAL: Courtroom Practices, Policies and Procedures

This book describes and analyses the main rules 
of the law of evidence within a framework relevant 
to the policing profession. Its emphasis on the 
profession’s role in the pre-trial and trial process 
as well as discussion of issues related to the 
‘professional witness’ sets this text apart 
from others.

Thalia Anthony and Chris 
Cunneen (eds)

February 2008
384pp
PB 9781876067236
eBook 9781760023799
RRP $64.95

THE CRITICAL CRIMINOLOGY COMPANION

The Companion is relevant to a broad range of 
courses and levels of study. It covers the major 
components of a Criminology course through a 
critical lens. It is a thorough introduction to concepts 
and critiques in criminology, as well as a provocative 
analysis of the assumptions underpinning the 
criminal justice system. Students, teachers and 
scholars in criminology, law and sociology will find 
this Companion invaluable.

CRIMINAL LAW AND EVIDENCE7

Brian Mills

August 2011
256pp
PB 9781862878372
RRP $59.95

John Anderson

February 2021
890pp
PB 9781760022570
eBook 9781760022839
RRP $125

UNIFORM EVIDENCE LAW: Text and Essential Cases, 4th ed

This book covers all the concepts and rules of 
evidence law. Carefully selected case extracts 
and the latest judicial decisions and legislative 
amendments are accompanied by insightful 
commentary and analysis. This edition includes 
updates on the contentious area of tendency 
evidence, with principles in this area clarified 
significantly by several high-profile High Court 
decisions.

THE TRIAL: Principles, Process and Evidence, 2nd ed

This book examines procedural and evidentiary 
law under the uniform Evidence Acts. It places the 
criminal jury trial centre-stage; this is where the law 
of evidence and procedure is commonly contested, 
where defining evidentiary case law arises and 
where advocacy is on show.

Jill Hunter, James Metzger, 
Terese Henning, Gary 
Edmond, Rebecca McMahon, 
Mehera San Roque and Helen 
Cockburn

May 2021
720pp
PB 9781760022938
eBook 9781760022983
RRP $135

https://federationpress.com.au/product/the-criminal-trial/
https://federationpress.com.au/product/the-critical-criminology-companion/
https://federationpress.com.au/product/the-critical-criminology-companion/
https://federationpress.com.au/product/the-criminal-trial/
https://federationpress.com.au/product/uniform-evidence-law-4th-ed-2/
https://federationpress.com.au/product/uniform-evidence-law-4th-ed-2/
https://federationpress.com.au/product/the-trial/
https://federationpress.com.au/product/the-trial/


GOVERNMENT CONTRACTS: Federal, State and Local, 6th edition

The 7th edition of the book is scheduled 
to publish in mid-2023. Dr Seddon’s work 
is Australia’s definitive legal text on all levels 
of government contracting. It focuses on the 
legal issues that may arise in connection with 
government contracts and which have no parallel 
in the private sector. Authoritative yet accessible, 
this book explains the law in a manner government 
contract managers and their private sector 
counterparts will find indispensable.

Philip Davenport

November 2020
320pp
PB 9781760022525
eBook 9781760023294
RRP $99

CONSTRUCTION CLAIMS, 4th ed

Written by one of Australia’s foremost construction 
lawyers, the 4th edition has been thoroughly 
updated to take account of the significant changes 
that have occurred in the law governing construction 
claims. The book makes cogent arguments for 
abolition of the prevention principle and the entire 
contract rule and the adoption of deemed trusts.

S A Christensen and 
W D Duncan

June 2018
672pp
HB 9781760021757
eBook 9781760021221
Academic price $135
RRP $180
Inspection copy not available

THE CONSTRUCTION AND PERFORMANCE OF 
COMMERCIAL CONTRACTS, 2nd ed

This book is a practical guide for both general issues 
of construction of contracts and issues arising 
with the construction of specific clauses frequently 
encountered in commercial contracts. Chapters 
include analysis of significant High Court decisions 
on the construction of contracts, penalties and 
liquidated damages and unfair terms. This edition 
maintains easy accessibility for students by adopting 
the same chapters and internal format as the first.

Nicholas Seddon

March 2018
560pp
HB 9781760021634
Academic price $131.24
RRP $174.99
Inspection copy not available

CONTRACT LAW8

CONTRACT LAW

Philip Davenport

September 2021
286pp
PB 9781760023218
eBook 9781760023300
RRP $99

ADJUDICATION IN THE BUILDING INDUSTRY, 4th ed

An essential text for adjudicators, legal advisers and 
students of building and construction management, 
engineering and architecture. Detailed and up-
to-date coverage explains radical changes to the 
industry, including new laws addressing the problem 
of prompt payment and the outcome of recent High 
Court decisions.

https://federationpress.com.au/product/government-contracts/
https://federationpress.com.au/product/construction-claims-4/
https://federationpress.com.au/product/the-construction-and-performance-of-commercial-contracts/
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EMPLOYMENT LAW

EMPLOYMENT LAW9

CREIGHTON & STEWART’S LABOUR LAW, 6th ed

The 7th edition of this book is scheduled to 
publish in mid-2023. This leading text explains 
and analyses Australia’s complex system of labour 
regulation. Coverage includes recent legislative 
changes; relevant Productivity Commissions and 
Royal Commissions; and new decisions by the 
courts and tribunals. The substantial bibliography 
and index directs students to the voluminous 
academic literature on the subject.

Shae McCrystal, Breen 
Creighton and Anthony 
Forsyth (eds)

August 2018 
352pp 
PB 9781760021849
eBook 9781760023584
RRP $69.95

COLLECTIVE BARGAINING UNDER THE FAIR WORK ACT

Is the system of collective bargaining under the 
Fair Work Act broken? Both employers and unions 
think that it is, and that the law requires significant 
amendment. Are they right? This collection 
answers this question by examining the operation, 
effects and impact of the framework for enterprise 
bargaining established by the Fair Work Act.

Andrew Stewart, Anthony 
Forsyth, Mark Irving, 
Richard Johnstone and 
Shae McCrystal

July 2016
1248pp
PB 9781760020552
eBook 9781760022785
RRP $174.99

Andrew Stewart

August 2021
576pp
PB 9781760023157
eBook 9781760023164
RRP $99

STEWART’S GUIDE TO EMPLOYMENT LAW, 7th ed

In this new edition, incorporating changes up 
to August 2021 (including WorkPac Pty Ltd v 
Rossato [2021] HCA 23), the author brings his 
usual clarity to a complex subject. It explains recent 
amendments to the Fair Work Act, changes to 
modern awards following the Fair Work Commission 
review and new case law. Other topical updates 
include pandemic leave, vaccination requirements, 
working from home, standing down employees and 
freedom of expression on social media.

https://federationpress.com.au/product/creighton-stewarts-labour-law/
https://federationpress.com.au/product/collective-bargaining-under-the-fair-work-act/
https://federationpress.com.au/product/creighton-stewarts-labour-law/
https://federationpress.com.au/product/collective-bargaining-under-the-fair-work-act/
https://federationpress.com.au/product/stewarts-guide-to-employment-law/
https://federationpress.com.au/product/stewarts-guide-to-employment-law/


Linda Briskman

February 2014
304pp
PB 9781862879485
eBook 9781760023195
RRP $44.95

SOCIAL WORK WITH INDIGENOUS COMMUNITIES: 
A Human Rights Approach, 2nd ed

Sue Field, Karen Williams 
and Carolyn Sappideen 
(eds)

September 2018 
368pp
PB 9781760021825
eBook 9781760022891
RRP $120

ELDER LAW: A Guide to Working with Older Australians

This book provides a comprehensive and practical 
approach to the issues facing older Australians. 
Chapters address issues such as: supported and 
substitute decision-making; the roles of tribunals 
hearing guardianship and financial matters; 
accommodation options; financial issues including 
superannuation and Centrelink benefits, and 
financial elder abuse; and older age discrimination.

Kathy Ellem, Wing Hong 
Chui and Jill Wilson (eds)

September 2017
272pp
PB 9781760021443
eBook 9781760022891
RRP $69.90

SOCIAL WORK AND HUMAN SERVICES BEST PRACTICE

This book covers ‘best practice’ across a range 
of practice areas including child protection, youth 
justice, mental health, palliative care, and rural and 
remote practice. The authors bring their knowledge 
from diverse fields and explore work with First 
Nations people, refugees, people with a disability, 
older people, and LGBTiQ+ people.

SOCIAL WELFARE10

SOCIAL WELFARE

Simon Rice, Andrew Day 
and Linda Briskman (eds)

June 2018
576pp
PB 9781760021610 
eBook 9781760022730
RRP $95

SOCIAL WORK IN THE SHADOW OF THE LAW, 5th ed

An essential resource for social work students. This 
book will equip students with knowledge that will 
enable them to work effectively with their clients, 
lawyers and the legal system. Includes chapters on 
child sexual abuse; domestic violence; elder abuse; 
Indigenous Australians; LGBTiQ+ people; the NDIS; 
and refugees and asylum seekers.

The second edition of this acclaimed book provides 
students and practitioners with an opportunity 
to reframe their practice using a human rights 
approach. Includes specific chapters devoted to 
child and family welfare, youth, criminal justice and 
health, and reflections on how social work practice 
can be reconstructed in direct practice, advocacy, 
community development and research.
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Ian Freckelton and Kerry 
Peterson (eds)

November 2017
832pp
PB 9781760021498
eBook 9781760024055
RRP $145

TENSIONS & TRAUMAS IN HEALTH LAW

This comprehensive health law text focuses on 
controversial and cutting-edge problems in health 
law. Among the issues it considers are those raised 
by: new technologies; changing legislation; new 
regulatory processes for medicine and the health 
professions; changes to civil liability for medical 
negligence; changes to the legality of assisted 
dying/euthanasia law; and biobanking and embryo 
research.

HEALTH LAW11

HEALTH LAW

Belinda Bennett and Ian 
Freckelton (eds)  
August 2021
488pp
PB 9781760022969
eBook 9781760023256
Academic price $112.50
RRP $150
Inspection copy not available

PANDEMICS, PUBLIC HEALTH EMERGENCIES AND 
GOVERNMENT POWERS: Perspectives on Australian law

This book brings together leading Australian legal 
scholars to analyse the legal dimensions of the 
pandemic, and the role of law in responding to its 
impact. As a health crisis the COVID-19 pandemic 
has obviously had a huge impact on the health 
system. However, social distancing and other public 
health measures have also brought major changes 
at a social and economic level.

Ian Kerridge, Michael 
Lowe and Cameron 
Stewart

March 2013
1232pp 
PB 9781862879096 
eBook 9781760022747 
RRP $99

ETHICS AND LAW FOR THE HEALTH PROFESSIONS, 4th ed

This cross-disciplinary medico-legal book covers 
developments in law, biomedical science, healthcare 
delivery and bioethics. It includes sections on 
critical reasoning, problem solving, professionalism, 
negligence, standards of care, public health and 
the emerging biosciences. It recognises that health 
professionals must understand both the ethical and 
legal implications of their practice but is careful to 
distinguish between the two.
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EQUITY AND TRUSTS12

Samantha Hepburn

October 2020 
880pp
PB 9781760022495
eBook 9781760022792
RRP $125

PRINCIPLES OF EQUITY AND TRUSTS, 6th ed

Comprehensively updated and revised, the sixth 
edition continues to present principles and remedies 
relevant to equity and trusts in a straightforward 
and succinct manner with references to up-to-date 
cases and materials. It includes a discussion of 
new developments in fiduciary obligations, express 
trusts, unconscionable dealing, constructive trusts, 
penalties, injunctions, trustee duties and charitable 
trusts.

Denis SK Ong

November 2018 
880pp
PB 9781760021771
eBook 9781760024062
RRP $145

TRUSTS LAW IN AUSTRALIA, 5th ed

A comprehensive analysis of modern trusts law, this 
text is a useful resource for students. It is logically 
structured, setting out the conceptual foundations 
of trusts before dealing with key topics such as 
charitable trusts, constructive trusts, the rules 
against perpetuities and accumulations, tracing, and 
trustees. Each chapter concludes with a summary of 
relevant legal principles.

EQUITY AND TRUSTS 

Mohammud Jaamae 
Hafeez-Baig and Jordan 
English

September 2021
320pp 
HB 9781760023065
eBook 9781760023546 
Academic price $135 
RRP $180 
Inspection copy not available

THE LAW OF TRACING

This book provides a comprehensive account of the 
law of tracing in Australia and England. It offers clear 
answers to fundamental questions such as ‘what 
is tracing?’ and ‘does tracing create new rights?’, 
while also explaining in detail the tracing rules and 
the application of those rules in hard cases. The 
book also engages with a number of controversies 
that have arisen as a result of recent cases and 
academic work. Each issue is analysed from first 
principles and from authority, making the book an 
essential reference for anyone advising on cases 
involving tracing, or wishing to understand the 
subject better.
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Matthew Ball and Belinda 
Carpenter

February 2019
288pp
PB 9781760021979
eBook 9781760022815
RRP $69.95

JUSTICE IN SOCIETY, 2nd ed  

By considering the common assumptions about 
justice and injustice that underpin discussions on 
contemporary issues ranging from asylum seekers 
to transphobic discrimination, this book seeks to 
engage, challenge, and offer new possibilities for 
achieving justice in society.

INTRODUCTION TO LAW13

John Littrich and Karina 
Murray

July 2019
496pp
PB 9781760022129
eBook 9781760022655
RRP $99

LAWYERS IN AUSTRALIA, 4th ed

The 5th edition of this book is scheduled to 
publish in mid-2023. This popular text for legal 
ethics courses examines the legal profession and 
its ethical framework. It contextualises the role, 
responsibilities and ethics of lawyers in Australian 
society.

INTRODUCTION TO LAW 

Neil Williams SC and 
Alison Hammond

October 2022
338pp
PB 9781760024079
eBook 9781760024086 
RRP $89.95

LEARNING TO LITIGATE: A Guide for Young Lawyers

The central tenet of this book is that great advocates 
are not born – they are made. Whether it be a 
plea of guilty before a magistrate or a multi-party 
commercial dispute involving billions of dollars and 
dozens of lawyers, each stage in the preparation and 
presentation of a case requires skills that must be 
learned, then honed. Combining the perspectives of 
an experienced silk and a relatively junior barrister, 
the result is a book which, as Chief Justice Kiefel 
writes in the Foreword, ‘… is essential reading for 
young litigators and their mentors.’

Michèle M Asprey

March 2010
352pp
PB 9781862877757
eBook 9781862877863
RRP $59.95

PLAIN LANGUAGE FOR LAWYERS, 4th ed

A comprehensive, entertaining and enormously 
useful text, internationally recognised as one of the 
best in the field. It contains practical advice, and can 
be read and enjoyed by anyone who is interested in 
plain language writing – not just lawyers. It introduces 
the concept of plain language and explains why it’s 
needed, before covering in detail the fundamentals 
such as words, grammar and affectations to avoid. 
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HUMAN RIGHTS   |  INTERNATIONAL LAW14

Giovanni Di Lieto and 
David Treisman

May 2018
288pp
PB 9781760021740 
eBook 9781760022853
RRP $99

INTERNATIONAL TRADE LAW

This book provides an understanding of the 
international legal framework in which trade 
between nations occurs. It details the aims and 
historical development of intergovernmental and 
private systems of cross-border trading rules and 
institutions. Each chapter includes an appendix 
with workshop activities, which help bridge the gap 
between theory and practice.

INTERNATIONAL LAW

Vivienne Bath and Gabriël 
Moens

October 2019 
624pp
PB 9781760022136 
eBook 9781760022761
RRP $120

LAW OF INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS IN AUSTRALASIA, 2nd ed

This book deals with the core topics of international 
business transactions, including international 
sales contracts, international commercial terms, 
carriage of goods by sea, land and air, international 
investment and intellectual property, regulation of 
imports and exports, and international commercial 
dispute settlement, especially arbitration.

Neil Rees, Simon Rice and 
Dominque Allen

February 2018
1088pp
PB 9781760021559
eBook 9781760022723
RRP $130

AUSTRALIAN ANTI-DISCRIMINATION & EQUAL OPPORTUNITY 
LAW, 3rd ed

The 4th edition of this book is scheduled to publish 
in mid-2023. A substantial text on anti-discrimination 
law which identifies the differences between State, 
Territory and Commonwealth provisions, topic by topic, 
and includes a powerful critique of the law in Australia. 
The authors support their analysis and explanation 
of legislation and case law with extracts from a broad 
range of decisions, law reform reports, and academic 
writers and commentators.

Lucy Geddes and Hamish 
McLachlan

December 2022
c.336pp
PB 9781760024277
eBook 9781760024284
RRP $69.95

50 HUMAN RIGHTS CASES THAT CHANGED AUSTRALIA

This book provides case summaries of 50 of 
Australia’s most significant and influential human 
rights cases, ranging from the seminal land rights 
case of Mabo to lesser-known earlier cases on civil 
liberties and more recent advances in LGBTiQ+ 
rights, environmental rights, and the rights of people 
with disabilities. Written by two practising human 
rights lawyers.

HUMAN RIGHTS

NEW COVER 
TO COME
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RURAL LAW   |  ADMINISTRATIVE LAW15

RURAL LAW

Roger Douglas, Michael 
Head, Yee-Fui Ng and 
Margaret Hyland

May 2018
864pp
PB 9781760021733
eBook 9781760023171
RRP $155

DOUGLAS AND JONES’S ADMINISTRATIVE LAW, 8th ed

This leading text on administrative law is highly 
accessible and includes every major High Court 
administrative law case and important extracts from 
High Court rulings.

ADMINISTRATIVE LAW

Michael Head

February 2021
384pp
PB 9781760023027
eBook 9781760022716
RRP $79.95

ADMINISTRATIVE LAW: Context and Critique, 5th ed

This new edition critically examines administrative law 
in its contemporary and historical context. It has been 
fully updated to examine recent High Court and other 
superior court decisions, particularly those relating to 
unreasonableness, sub-delegation, bias, jurisdictional 
error and government liability for damages in tort, 
including for misfeasance in public office.

Trish Mundy, Amanda 
Kennedy and Jennifer 
Nielsen (eds)

October 2017
288pp
PB 9781760021573
eBook 9781760022181
RRP $89.95

THE PLACE OF PRACTICE: Lawyering in Rural and Regional Australia

This book looks at how legal practice differs in 
rural and regional areas, and the particular issues 
and barriers facing these communities and clients. 
Subjects covered include: the practical and ethical 
settings of rural and regional legal practice; access 
to justice; entrepreneurship and innovation; and 
distinct practitioner and client contexts (including 
working with Indigenous clients).

Alistair Harkness, Bridget 
Harris and David Baker 
(eds)

December 2015
240pp
PB 9781760020477
eBook 9781760022914
RRP $69.99

LOCATING CRIME IN CONTEXT AND PLACE: Perspectives on 
Regional, Rural and Remote Australia

The urban focus of crime has dominated the attention 
of criminologists. Although images of idyllic, crime-
free areas beyond the cityscape persist, there is scant 
academic consideration of the realities and variances 
of crime across regional, rural and remote Australia. 
The broad theme of the book is centred on ‘context, 
place and space’; however, contributors also assess 
contextualisations of rurality, notions of access to 
justice and the importance of building social capital.
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ENVIRONMENT AND PLANNING LAW16

ENVIRONMENT AND PLANNING LAW 

Rosemary Lyster, Zada 
Lipman, Ed Couzens, Susan 
O’Neill and Jeff Smith

March 2021
992pp
PB 9781760022594
eBook 9781760022709
RRP $125

ENVIRONMENTAL & PLANNING LAW IN NEW SOUTH WALES, 
5th ed

Now in its fifth edition, this book continues to 
effectively integrate planning and assessment 
provisions with environmental law topics such as 
pollution control; the protection of biodiversity and 
heritage; natural resource issues such as energy 
and water; global and domestic attempts to deal with 
climate change; and corporate social responsibility.

Mandy Elliott

February 2004
368pp
PB 9781862879454
eBook 9781760022693
RRP $64.95

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT IN AUSTRALIA: 
Theory and Practice, 6th ed

Now in its fifth edition, this book continues to 
effectively integrate planning and assessment 
provisions with environmental law topics such as 
pollution control; the protection of biodiversity and 
heritage; natural resource issues such as energy 
and water; global and domestic attempts to deal with 
climate change; and corporate social responsibility.

Stephen Rowley

January 2017
368pp
PB 9781760020859
eBook 9781760022648
RRP $89.95

THE VICTORIAN PLANNING SYSTEM: Practice, Problems and 
Prospects

This accessible text seeks to demystify the Victorian 
planning system. The structure and design of planning 
schemes are explained, along with a discussion of 
how planning decisions are made. Common planning 
processes – such as planning permit applications, 
appeals and planning scheme amendments – are 
covered in detail.

Philippa England and 
Amy McInerney

June 2019
256pp
PB 9781760022068
eBook 9781760023997
RRP $89.95

PLANNING IN QUEENSLAND: Law, Policy and Practice

This book provides a fresh look at the operation of 
planning law in Queensland. It explains the main 
features of Queensland’s principal planning statute, 
now the Planning Act 2016, and brings the features 
of this technical statute to life with case studies 
drawn from planning documents and legal sources.
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IP AND ENTERTAINMENT LAW

Des Butler and Geoff 
Holland (eds)

February 2017
272pp
PB 9781760021290
eBook 9781760023485
RRP $89.95

ENTERTAINMENT LAW

This book analyses the main legal issues confronting 
those involved in the entertainment industries, 
including free expression and its limits, intellectual 
property, and the laws governing contractual 
relationships. The authors provide clear statements 
of the current legal principles involved and enable 
readers to understand what the law is and how it will 
apply in particular situations.

Peter MacFarlane and 
Paraskevi Kontoleon

December 2016 
288pp
PB 9781760020811
eBook 9781760022204
RRP $59.95

MUSIC AND THE LAW

This book examines the relationship between the law 
and the music industry in Australia. It is specifically 
aimed at assisting and educating law and music 
students. It covers key aspects such as: contracts; 
recording and distribution; copyright; musical works, 
literary works and sound recordings; live performance; 
and alternative dispute resolution.

Rocque Reynolds, Natalie 
Stoianoff and Alpana Roy

April 2015
832pp
PB 9781862879867
eBook 9781760022846
RRP $95

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY: Text and Essential Cases, 5th ed

A comprehensive legal analysis of modern 
intellectual property law. The book covers copyright, 
patents, trade marks, designs, plant breeder’s rights, 
circuit layouts and confidential information.

David Brennan

November 2021 
576pp 
HB 9781760023232
eBook 9781760023492 
Academic price $165
RRP $220 
Inspection copy not available

COPYRIGHT LAW

Copyright Law offers a comprehensive resource 
for practitioners, students and those in copyright-
dependent industries. It deals with all the private 
law regimes within the Copyright Act 1968 (Cth) 
– proprietary copyright, technical protection
measures, performers’ rights and moral rights. This
book represents a much-needed cohesive account
of the area.
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OTHER TITLES OF INTEREST 

OTHER TITLES OF INTEREST18

Michael Legg and James 
Metzger (eds)

December 2022
c. 352pp
HB 9781760024253
eBook 9781760024260
Academic Price $135
RRP $180
Inspection copy not available

THE AUSTRALIAN CLASS ACTION: A 30-Year Perspective

Class actions are one of the most controversial 
forms of litigation, being both loved and loathed. 
Class actions were introduced into Australia by 
Part IVA of the Federal Court of Australia Act 1976 
(Cth) which commenced on 4 March 1992. This 
book uses the 30th anniversary as an opportunity to 
reflect on the major themes and controversies that 
have arisen during its operation.

Graeme Orr

January 2019
320pp
PB 9781760021917
eBook 9781760024048
RRP $89.95

THE LAW OF POLITICS: Elections, Parties and Money in Australia, 2nd ed

This book chronicles and critiques the rules, cases 
and institutions involved in politics in Australia. 
From voting rights to the framework for free and fair 
elections and referendums, and from political parties 
to restraints on money in politics.

Michael Legg

September 2022
448pp
HB 9781760024000
eBook 9781760024017
Academic Price $146.25
RRP $195
Inspection copy not available

CASE MANAGEMENT AND COMPLEX CIVIL LITIGATION, 2e

This highly practical text has been greatly 
expanded since its first edition. It provides detailed 
consideration of the history and rationale for case 
management principles and rules, and the most 
current and significant judicial pronouncements on 
them. It also examines the case management tools 
available to judges for dealing with crucial aspects of 
complex civil litigation, such as pleadings, discovery, 
expert evidence and alternative dispute resolution.

Sarah Derrington and 
Michael White

December 2020
830pp
HB 9781760022501
eBook 9781760022921
Academic Price $183.75
RRP $245
Inspection copy not available

AUSTRALIAN MARITIME LAW, 4th ed

Justice Sarah Derrington joins longstanding author 
Dr Michael White OAM QC for the new edition of 
this leading maritime law text. The authors have 
thoroughly updated the text to reflect the legislative 
change and development in the case law which have 
taken place since the previous edition. There is a 
new section addressing some of the competition law 
issues relevant to shipping in Australia. This remains 
a must-have reference work for all practitioners 
involved with shipping in Australia.
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THE HOLT PRIZE – NURTURING ACADEMIC TALENT 

William Isdale

April 2022
272pp
HB 9781760023645
eBook 9781760023683
Academic Price $93.75
RRP $125
Inspection copy not available

COMPENSATION FOR NATIVE TITLE

‘[A] principled approach to clarifying and simplifying 
compensation for native title loss.’

– from the Foreword by the Hon Justice Andrew
Greenwood and Professor Jonathan Fulcher

This book is an original and significant contribution 
to our understanding of compensation for the 
extinguishment of native title rights. Although 
statutory entitlements to compensation have been 
available in the Native Title Act 1993 (Cth) since its 
commencement, it was not until 2016 that the first 
judicial determination of compensation was made. 
A key theme throughout the book is a recognition 
of a tension between the desirability of applying 
existing legal principles and doctrines, while also 
recognising the uniqueness of native title.

The Holt Prize is a biennial award honouring the late Christopher Holt who co-founded The Federation 
Press. Chris published many first-time authors and made a lasting difference to legal, scholarly and 
educational publishing in this country. The winning entry from 2021 was Compensation for Native Title. 
Submissions for the next round will open in early 2024.

Shipra Chordia

September 2020
272pp
HB 9781760022426
eBook 9781760023737
Academic Price $90
RRP $120
Inspection copy not available

PROPORTIONALITY IN AUSTRALIAN CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

Full of insights, this slim volume adds to the lively 
debate on the doctrine of proportionality in Australian 
constitutional law. Recent cases have seen a 
splintering on the High Court, with some judges 
expressing support for proportionality as a useful 
tool in certain contexts, and others expressing deep 
reservations about it.

Dylan Lino

September 2018
336pp
PB 9781760021818
eBook 9781760023416
Academic Price $37.46
RRP $49.95

CONSTITUTIONAL RECOGNITION: First Peoples and the Australian 
Settler State

Providing the first comprehensive study of Indigenous 
constitutional recognition in Australia, Lino places 
the idea of constitutional recognition into a broad 
historical and theoretical perspective. After recounting 
the history of Australian debates on Indigenous 
recognition, the book presents an account that views 
constitutional recognition in terms of Indigenous 
peoples’ struggles to have their identities respected 
within the settler constitutional order. 
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